Your field teams need reliable ways to communicate, especially when they’re working in harsh conditions at the edge of wireless networks. These tough environments require rugged and reliable solutions that you can easily move and rapidly deploy to provide critical data and voice communications.

That’s why Verizon has partnered with VPP CSG to offer the Mobile Command Center Mini, a rapid-deploy portable solution that harnesses the Verizon Wireless network for fast, reliable connectivity.

One of the most rugged, lightweight LTE deployables on the market, the Mini is built for size, performance and cost. And it’s designed to be deployed while “closed” for ultimate protection in the harshest conditions.

The Mobile Command Center Mini is equipped with:
- An IP67-rated mobile case for weatherproof and drop-resistant durability
- An integrated router
- External, weatherproof charging and data ports, always ready when needed
- A proprietary, built-in high gain antenna delivers high speeds and wide coverage without the risk associated with delicate stick and paddle antennas
- Heavy-duty plastic internals provide anti-shock protection to the router and battery
- A long lasting 11,000mAh battery for 16-20 hours run time on a single charge
- Solar charging options for extended deployments

NOTE: We offer two Mini product versions: The MCC Mini supports up to 10 users. For those who need more, there’s the Mobile Command Center Mini Advanced which can support anywhere from 10 to 25 users.

Learn more
Contact your Verizon Business Account Manager.